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What you said JD on *About the best thing to use to change your physique and really keep anything off
cycle is primobolan. I would run primo, anavar, and a low dose of deca for 15 wks* This sounds good. I
was thinking of a similar thing but with Eq over Primo (* As I am not 100% sure I can get real products
of Primo) Anavar + Primobolan Stack Very safe mix for definition, popular for preps in competitive
fitness, women's bodybuilding and men's-physique. Competitive athletes respect this stack for a low
incidence of side effects and very high anabolic impact. Though with a high anabolic index of (400%),
Oxandrolone is weak solo. In combination with Primobolan drugs have severe […]
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My previous cycles was Test E 500mg 10weeks, Test E 500mg and Tbol first 6 weeks and Test E 500mg
and Anavar 50mg last 6 weeks off the cycle. 39 years old, 5'8", 203 lbs, aprox 14% BF. Summer cycle.
Goal is to gain quality muscle. I've ran both test and var before so the only compound I don't have any
experience with yet is primo.

By Feb. I should be close to 8-10%. I thought this cycle would help bring out the vascularity and muscle
definition while the EQ would help me add a little lean mass. I thought about adding some Winny or
Anavar, but I want to be sure to stay clear of anything that is too harsh on causing acne. Sep 14, 2004.
how much is yours worth?
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Equipoise, or EQ to all those experienced steroid users, is known to enhance athletic performance and be
an integral part of any cycle (cutting, bulking or strength). Even though EQ may not be as popular as
Deca-Durabolin or Winstrol, this steroid is used by many bodybuilders, athletes and regular gym goers
all over the world.
I'm a huge fan of primo as you know, and i'm also a huge fan of anavar. I thought i'd post some of my
results below from a 18 week cycle on the two. This was a bulk for a photoshoot I was doing. Oh I was
also on 2IU of HGH Pharma grade as well. daily. My diet was spot on.



Anavar/Primo Cycle Advice.
First off, first post so..whats up guys. Been following the board for a while and hands down best site
there is. I was planning on doing an Anavar and Primo Cycle for 12 weeks. Primo 400mgs/week.
Anavar 60-80mgs/week. This will be my first real cycle in the last 4 years (ran test only for 8 weeks
with decent results.) I really dig this cycle. Thoughts - primo is commonly faked( often masteron e or eq
or test prop (thats for all aas tho)) where as masteron e is less faked. If not purchased yet I recommend
just using mast e as the affects are similar. Real primo is pretty expensive. Either way (primo or mast e)
get those does up. 700 sounds better then 500.

Current cycle: EQ 100mg and Primo 150 mg 2x per week. Anavar
20mg ED. Will bump up to 40 mg eventually. On week 6 of my cycle, coach wants me to complete 20
weeks. All this will be gradually tapered down of course. strength gains. I've been able to lift more than
I ever have, given my small frame. click here
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